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UNA LUCHA MIXTA1 – ¡ÁNdALeeeee! (Go for it!) 

Nina Hoechtl

The lights dim in the arena and focus on the ring in the 
center of the room. At the same time four luchadores2 
enter and run to the ring, followed by four more. The TV 
commentators announce each wrestler, their introductions 
booming throughout the arena. Today it is a UNA CAIDA – 
sin limite de tiempo3 with Faby Apache, a luchadora from a 
well known wrestling family, accompanied with Queen’s song 
“We will rock you”. She has long, brown hair and is dressed 
in a yellow–blue leotard with silver and blue gloves and black 
boots. The audience claps to the rhythm of the song as Faby 
hoists herself over the ropes, climbs to one corner of the ring 
and receives applause. The next one is Pimpinella Escarlata, 
an exótico4 with Celia Cruz’s “La vida es un carneval”, who 
has shorter, partly blonded hair and wears a pink leotard, that 
reveals her back. She wears make–up and makes elegant, soft 
movements as she enters the ring, throwing kisses to us as 
well as to her rivals, who respond with yells. ¡Puuuutoooo! (Fag!) 
scream a group of people close to me, ¡Beeeeeesssooooooo! 
(Kiss!) from a little bit further away. People laugh and a woman 
jostles her kid on her knee. The next one to be announced 
is Gato Everyday, covered by a full red, black and white 
body suit and a mask, who enters with El Chombo’s “Gato 
volador”, reaching out to shake hands with several people in 
the audience before hoisting himself over the ropes. Before 
he climbs to the corner he does a forward roll in the middle 
of the ring. Meanwhile, the mini Mascarita Sagrada, shrouded 
in smoke, enters with Enigma’s “Sadness Part 1”. His body is 
covered by a full white body suit, featuring a design in yellow, 
red, green and black across his chest, mimicking prehispanic 
patterns. He wears a white mask with black details around his 
eyes that reach into sharp points at the side and on top of his 
head, and a white cape covered with red padded shapes over 
the shoulders like scales.

Now it is time for the second team to receive their cheers: 
Sexy Star with Wisin y Yandel’s “Sexy movimiento” enters 
in a black bodysuit, showing off her arms and her cleavage, 
with red flames down the sides of her legs, and a white and 
red domino covers her face. She takes off her black cape 
covered with white stars, and dances along to the rhythm 
of her raggaetón theme song, climbing the corner of the 
ring to greet her fans. Billy Boy follows her, with Don Omar’s 

“Chequea como se menea”. He has shoulder–length curly hair 
and wears a black bodysuit with silver pattern, a matching 
wrap around his waist that is open to the side, and a black coat 
that he takes off as soon as he enters the ring. The woman 
next to me explains that they are a couple and smiles about it. 
Meanwhile, Polvo de Estrellas, an exótico, appears with Cher’s 
“Believe”. His make–up is gold and silver, resembling a flash, 
and he wears a silver wig and boots, with silver sleeves to 
match his magenta and silver velvet bodysuit, showing his 
arms and cleavage. As he throws off his wig, Mini Histeria 
enters with a metal song I do not recognise. He wears a black 
bodysuit with silver patterns that remind me of a skeleton, 
and a mask that covers his face. Climbing the ropes he shows 
off his muscles. He is quite a lot taller than the other mini 
Mascarita. Mini Histeria, as the audience knows, is one of the 
rudos (the bad ones) and the first four are the técnicos (the good ones). 

The referee begins the count, but they all start to fight before 
the official start of the whistle. The rudos attack the técnicos, 
swinging at them wildly, but the técnicos duck and the rudos 
hit each other instead. The técnicos seize the moment and 
throw the rudos out of the ring. But soon they are back to 
fight again. Polvo attacks Pimpinella, while Sexy Star goes 
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after Mascarita. My eyes move from one to the next. By 
now Mascarita is trapped in a corner and Sexy Star kicks his 
back. In the center of the ring Polvo and Billy Boy take Faby 
between them and throw her against the ropes, where she 
then gets kicked by Mini Histeria. She falls down and Billy Boy 
rolls her out of the ring, jumps after her, grabs her hair and 
pulls her towards the front row of the audience. Some yell 
aggressively: ¡Chinga tu madre! (Fuck your mother!), while others 
cheer him on. At the same time, in the ring, Gato is trapped in 
between Sexy Star and the ropes. Polvo joins her to kick Gato, 
who slides towards the ground. But as soon as Polvo realises 
that Faby is on the floor, he runs in between the two técnicos, 
kicking them both. Qué es esoooooo? (What’s this about?) asks a 
lusty woman next to me. While the referee’s back is turned, 
Faby kicks Mini Histeria the crotch. As soon as she is upright 
again, she receives a warning by the referee and Polvo uses 
the situation to slap her on the bottom. The audience giggles 
and demands Otra! Otra! (Another one!). Meanwhile, Sexy Star and 
Billy Boy face Gato. Together they throw him at Mini Histeria, 
who kicks him from behind and drives him from the ring. 
To retaliate, Sexy Star and Billy Boy toss Mascartia against 
the ropes. As he runs back to attack them Polvo jumps in 
between, and Mascarita’s head bounces off Polvo’s bottom. 
The audience calls ¡Que la baile, que le baile! (She should dance, he 
should dance!) Polvo shakes his hips and enjoys the attention. 

Meanwhile, Pimpinella squares off against Mini Histeria and 
with dramatic gestures, chases after him, driving him from 
the ring. ¡Beeesoooo! ¡Beeesoooooo! the audience screams. 
Pimpinella is outside the ring and kisses a security guy 
¡Otrooo, otroooo! Disgusted, he wipes off the kiss with his 
hand, but at the same time giggles about it as much as the 
audience does. In the ring Faby and Polvo face each other. 
The other luchadores rally the crowd: ¡Faaaaabbbyyy! 
¡Poooolllvooooooo! ¡Faaabbyyyy! Polvo loses the fight, but as 
Billy Boy enters Faby is prepared. She bounces off the ropes to 
slap him across the chest with the back of her hand and drives 
him out of the ring again. ¡Faaaaabbbyyy! ¡Faaaaabbbyyy! 
¡Faaaaabbbyyy! is heard from everywhere. This is too much 
for Pimpinella who runs into the ring, shaking the hips to also 
ask for applause. But Polvo and Billy Boy quickly interrupt 
the exótico, grabbing him and tossing him around. Pimpinella 
escapes, climbing the ropes to jump on top of Mini Histeria, 
hugging and kissing him at the same time. ¡Beeesoooo! 
¡Puuutoooo! ¡Arriba los maricones! ¡Dale maricón! (Horray for 
the fags! Let him have it, fag!) Mini Histeria frees himself to leave the 
ring only to realise that Pimpinella had been faster and as he 
turns to the audience he receives a passionate kiss. Without a 
doubt, Pimpinella is satisfied and the audience, too. 

Back in the ring, Gato and Billy Boy face one another. The 
rudo catches Gato off guard with a take–down, grabbing 
his leg and twisting it. The técnico rolls out of the lock and 
reverses it, so that Billy Boy is now caught with his arm 
twisted. He escapes the arm lock, but Gato hooks him by the 
elbow and throws him to the ground, this time locking his arm 
behind his back. Billy Boy twists his body and escapes again. 
Now Faby enters the ring, immediately attacked by Polvo, 
whom she drives from the ring. Realising that Billy Boy is on 
the way to jump on her, she turns away and the rudo falls 
to the floor. As she tries to bounce off the ropes Sexy Star 
kicks her from behind. ¡Ándaleeeee! (Go for it!) call part of the 
audience. Faby goes down, Sexy Star demands applause and 
shakes her left, naked shoulder before entering the ring. She 
kicks the técnica in her back, grabs her hair wildly shaking 
her head. ¡Más fuerte! ¡Más fuerte! (Stronger! Stronger!) demand the 
audience. Faby gets up, and the ruda holds her from behind, 
as Billy Boy prepares to jump on her face. But as he moves 
in, the técnica turns to her left and Sexy Star receives the 
jump instead and goes down. Faby salutes proudly and claps, 
gesturing for Pimpinella to enter the ring, who rouses the 
crowd by waltzing around. Now Polvo is in the ring too, and 
as Billy Boy slaps Pimpinella’s naked back, Polvo kicks him. 
But Pimpinella grabs Polvo’s arm and throws the exótico into 
the center of the ring. Billy Boy holds Pimpinella from behind, 
but she kicks Polvo with both her legs, frees herself, and grabs 
the técnico’s arm to throw him over her shoulder. Meanwhile, 
Mini Histeria and Mascarita are now facing each other. The 
audience gets louder and louder. 
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Mascarita bounces off the ropes and jumps on the rudo, who 
graps the técnico and twists him around by his neck until 
Mascartia then catches Mini Histerias’s head between his legs 
and throws him from the ring. As Mascarita is about to climb 
back up the ropes to jump down on the rudo, Polvo catches 
him instead to throw him to the floor. So Polvo climbs up the 
ropes, and with the referee’s help, opens his arms elegantly to 
the side, and jumps on top of the técnico as to land with his 
bottom on top of his head. The referee begins to count to three, 
but at two Mascarita escapes and Pimpinella kicks Polvo from 
the ring with a patadas voladoras. Pimpinella climbs up the 
ropes to jump from the corner on top of Polvo. The audience 
claps wildly and Pimpinella animates kisses as the crowd 
cheers for the técnicos. Meanwhile, Gato and Mini Histeria 
face each other. The técnico applies the látigo, throwing Mini 
Histeria to the floor, turning him over and holding him down 
with a toque de espalda. The referee counts until three and 
Mini Histeria is out! The audience whistles. Billy Boy enters, 
and grabs arms with Gato, who bends down, but the rudo 
turns around to lift Gato on to his back, and over his head, to 
apply a desnucadora invertida. Billy Boy, with Gato hanging 
headfirst off his back, falls backwards. Gato lands on his back 
and Billy Boy grabs his leg, pushing into the air, so that the 
técnico cannot get up. However, Faby runs into the ring, and 
with a patadas voladororas on Billy Boy’s chest she frees 
Gato, who rolls out of the ring. ¡Faaaaabbbyyy! ¡Faaabbbyyy! 
¡Faaaabbbyyy! Meanwhile Sexy Star climbs up in one corner 
to jump on top of Faby. Both lie on the floor, but soon they 
are up again. Sexy Star is faster and lands a patadas voladoras 
against Faby’s head, who falls down again. The ruda demands 
applause, but instead most of the audience boos. So, kicking 
the ropes, she runs back to Faby applying a tabla marina. 
¡Faaaaabbbyyy! ¡Faaabbbyyy! ¡Faaaabbbyyy! The técnica 
frees herself, and they run at each other, slap each other in 
the face and fall on their backs. The referee checks on them, 

but soon they are up again. Faby grabs Sexy Star, thrusts her 
upside down and throws her on the floor as to lie on top of 
her, holding her arms and locking the ruda’s legs in between 
hers. The referee counts to three and Faby and her team win. 
Billy Boy runs to Sexy Star, checking on her as the referee 
pulls the técnicos away, and declares them as winners. 

Today it is a satisfying result for the audience. The lights turn 
on. A group close to me stands up to scold the rudos as they 
return to the dressing room. The rest cheers joyfully for the 
técnicos as they get ready to leave. However, there are more 
luchas to be continued: Vamos a las luchas…(Let’s go to the luchas...) 

Notes

1. Una lucha mixta (a mixed fight) is part of lucha libre 
 (‘free wrestling’ or free fighting/struggle). Lucha Libre refers  
 to professional wrestling involving varied techniques and  
 moves. On September 21, 1933 lucha libre made its debut in  
 Mexico City. 
2. Lucha libre performers are known as luchadore/as (singular 
 luchador/luchadora) (male and female fighter/s).
3. One round (literal: fall) – without time limits.
4. Since the 40s exóticos and luchadoras, with their first masked 
 luchadora La Dama Enmascarada in the 50s, are part of the  
 luchas. Even though luchadoras weren’t allowed to fight in  
 Mexico City’s arenas from 1957 to 1987 they kept on wrestling  
 outside the capital. Exótico is used to describe male wrestlers,  
 the majority of them are gay, who cross–dress and/or display  
 mannerisms usually coded as female. The term exótico is  
 related to the term ‘raro’, a commonly used word that roughly  
 translates as ‘queer’. Since the 50s, Minis, midget wrestlers that  
 appropriate the roles of successful luchadores, wrestle too.


